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Given the recent birth, in the UK, of the first
embryo to be genetically screened and selected to
ensure freedom from a breast cancer gene,2 there
may be renewed concern with the use of PGD for
this purpose and the fear that future use of this
technology could create designer children who
possess desirable characteristics.3 It is therefore
prudent to consider both secular and Jewish ethics
and legality of designer children. In common with
other religions, Judaism has a long history of
grappling with questions of central importance and
so is a useful resource for the relatively new secular
ethics.4 As one of the classes of people directly
affected by Holocaust eugenics, the viewpoint may
present a unique rationale for either a permissive or
non-permissive system. A recent Poland visit,
standing outside Auschwitz medical experiment
Block 10, was a reminder of Glover’s statement that
whatever the technology’s use and theoretical basis,
it must not provide justification for Nazi actions.5
The Jewish and Israeli perspectives also serve as an
example of idiosyncratic cultural and religious
.
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principles and laws that could either hinder
international consensus or provide a solid baseline
or list of exceptions to the rules, acting as a societal
conscientious objection.6 I have been privileged to
complete a month-long program
Judaism
in Jewish Medical Ethics in the
has a long
Schlesinger Institute, Shaare
Zedek hospital, Jerusalem7 but I
history of
am a scholar neither of halacha
grappling
(Jewish law) nor Jewish history
with
and tradition. I am a Jew, steeped
questions
in and responsive to the culture in
which I participate.
of central
PGD is used to test for
importanc
several diseases and disabling
e
conditions before implantation by removing one to
two cells from a six to ten cell embryo, created by
in vitro fertilisation (IVF). Only embryos free of
conditions’ genes are implanted. Conditions for
which this technique has been licensed and used by
the Human Fertilisation and Embryology
Authority (HFEA) of the United Kingdom include
cystic fibrosis, breast cancer and Huntington’s
disease.8
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The law pertaining to the use of PGD is
contained within the Human Fertilisation and
Embryology Act 1990, which has been criticised
due to its lack of ethical foundations9 and
conceptual depth.10 We will therefore analyse
throughout the legal acceptability of PGD by
considering the ethical issues arising.
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Examining Jewish views will contribute a
group’s idiosyncratic approaches to PGD use and
its implications for international consensus, using
classical Jewish sources and in the light of the
Holocaust.
Judaism contains a spectrum
of
views
about
abortion.
Regarding embryo status, anything
that cannot be seen with the naked
eye lacks halachic significance.20
Up until forty days, the foetus is
considered maya b’alma (mere
water).21 Until the unborn baby’s
head emerges, if causing the
mother harm, the foetus is considered a pursuer
(rodef). The mother’s life can be preserved through
self defence even if resulting in foetal death.22
However, if the threat is foetal abnormality, R.
Feinstein prohibits abortion and rules that
amniocentesis birth defect detection with the
possibility of abortion is impermissible. Whilst
most poskim concur, R. Waldenberg is a notable
exception allowing first trimester abortion of a
suffering-causing deformed foetus and termination
of a lethally defected foetus until the end of the
second trimester.

abortion is seen by many
to be ethically inferior to
PGD in several ways.
Judaism contains a
spectrum of views about
abortion

One can consider the ethical
and/or legal superiority of PGD to
alternatives, i.e. abortion, under
the foetal abnormality ground after
24 weeks11 or social ground before
24 weeks.12 The HFEA’s sixth Code
of Practice13 equated PGD with
prenatal diagnosis (PND).14 However, abortion is
seen by many to be ethically inferior to PGD in
several ways.15 Considering embryo status, PGD
occurs at an earlier stage in development (under
three days old) than abortion, used in certain
circumstances, up to term.16 Whatever the value
attributed to embryos, PGD will always be more
respectful. Additionally, by definition, the embryo
has yet to be implanted. Legally and culturally
many do not think of not-yet-implanted embryos as
part of a pregnancy,17 or deserving of an
independent legal right to life.18 PGD is also easier
on women physically and emotionally. While this
may be problematic in that the fewer the
difficulties with PGD, the lower the barrier to its
9

trivial use, one should also consider IVF demands
before asserting this.19
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Legality
Given abortion’s ethical issues, PGD may be
preferable. Variations to licences are necessary
before centres can carry out PGD for any disorder.
If centres have the required staff and there is an
established precedent for disorder testing, approval
.
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will be routine. More complex disorders must be
individually considered
The social model
by the licence committee.
sixth Code
suggests remedial The HFEA’s
of Practice,23 based on a
options extend to
public consultation and
changing society.
Outcome
Document,24
We should
stated that PGD can be
used only where there is
therefore try and
a significant risk of a
accommodate
serious condition,25 a
disabled
matter for discussion
individuals and
between
the
people
seeking the treatment
not eliminate the
and the clinical team.
condition
Following the White
Paper,26 which proposed a change so that there were
explicit embryo testing criteria,27 1ZA(1)(b) has
been added into the latest Bill28 (Schedule 2, after
Paragraph 1). Licenses under Paragraph 1 cannot
authorise embryo testing, except for specified
purposes including establishing embryo gene,
chromosome or mitochondrion abnormality
presence to which there is a particular risk. Whilst
there are no accompanying Explanatory Notes for
Bill 120, those for Bill 70 explain that this could
refer to PGD.29 Subparagraph (2) limits the use of
Paragraph 1 to situations where there is a significant
risk of a serious condition.30
There are a number of criteria for appropriate
PGD use listed under Guidance 12.3.3 in the
seventh Code of Practice.31 There has been much
discussion over differing definitions of and
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perspectives on ‘serious’ and ‘significant’, with
several views even amongst health professionals
and scientists highlighting this area’s subjectivity.32

Legal Analysis using Ethics
Should we allow PGD at all? This depends on
disability
definition.
The
World
Health
Organisation (WHO) originally defined disease in
terms of aetiology and process,33 into which
disability was subsumed: diseases can cause
impairments, in turn causing disabilities, in turn
causing handicaps.34 They have been attributed to
function breakdown35 assessed by the speciestypical, measured by the biostatistical or factual
norm.36 However, this medical model doesn’t
account for supernormal deviations, not necessarily
classed as disabling,37 nor function need but
expectation, availability and acceptability.38
An alternative social model proposes that it is
‘the disadvantage or restriction caused by a
contemporary social organization which takes no
or little account of people who have impairments
and thus excludes them from the mainstream of
social activities’.39 Whereas the medical model may
suggest if a condition cannot be medically treated,
it should be eliminated e.g. by PGD, the social
model suggests remedial options extend to
.
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quality lives.47 However, this suggests that the
changing society.40 The blame and coping
person and the disability are one and the same,
responsibility are removed from the individual
refuted by many.48 Either people are equated with
onto the surrounding environment.41 We should
or separate from their disability. Alternative
therefore try and accommodate disabled
definitions cannot be differentially used to suit the
individuals and not eliminate the condition. While
situation.49 Also, while some people have a positive
this may be the case for society-induced handicaps
attitude towards disabled life, this may not and will
where one can provide e.g. access to wheelchair
not be shared by all, as demonstrated by the
users, no amount of societal support and
ongoing right-to-die debate.50 While it could lead
adjustment can cure pain, suffering and poor
42
to decreased disability awareness and less research
quality of life associated with some conditions,
when non-selection results in fewer
e.g. Tay Sachs. Here, the medical
Judaism’s
perspective
affected people,51 if a conscious
model and PGD are most useful,
include the sanctity of
effort was made and maintained to
supported by consequentialism.43
1
PGD is particularly justified when
life and belief in each continue education and research
alongside PGD, this would not be a
doctors, due to limited medical
person being made in
argument. There is an
resources, discontinue treatment
God’s image (betzelem strong
important role for organisations
for
sufferers
who
develop
Elohim)
such as the Equality and Human
infections.44 If resources are not
Rights
Commission52
and
spent on discomfort reduction postdevelopment of, for example, dolls with
birth, it may be the most humane thing to spare
them this pain initially. The HFEA45 has licensed
disabilities,53 which could raise awareness54 or
PGD for late-onset conditions e.g. Huntington’s
merely emphasise differences, in an unappealing
disease, susceptibility genes and carrier status
way.55 As an idea it does have potential if
detection. The suffering reduction rationale also
alternative models were manufactured.
extends to these condition types which while are
not of immediate or definite effect, may cause
much unnecessary distress through knowledge of
.
47
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and condition manifestation.
On this basis, it seems ethically acceptable for
PGD to be legal, but there is an expressivist
objection. Allowing society to discard affected
embryos expresses a negative opinion towards
existing people with those conditions who live good
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Useful principles to understand Judaism’s
perspective include the sanctity of life56 and belief
in each person being made in God’s image
(betzelem Eloh-im).57 Each person has intrinsic
spiritual value no matter their abilities or lack
thereof. There is even a blessing that to say upon
seeing a deformed person.58 Many laws concern
gemilut khasadim (acts of lovingkindness)59 and
tzedakah (charity):60 being compassionate to the
needy.61 The Talmud questions: ‘Do you think your
blood is redder than his?
most poskim
Perhaps his is redder than
agree that
yours’,62 which serves to
remind how judgments are
IVF results
made on externalities, lacking
in biological
knowledge of individuals’
paternity and
true value. However, the
fulfils the
disabled are excluded from
the performance of several
procreation
mitzvot63 due to lack of
command
required functionality. This
could be seen as sparing the individual from
unreasonable requirements, or withholding the
spiritual status gained through their performance.
In terms of PGD, individuals who already exist
would still be given much care and assistance in
Jewish communities, despite non-selection. PGD
itself could be seen as a positive intervention, a
kindness towards parents who need help producing
healthy children64 and enabling embryos to develop
.
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who could
potential.65

reach

their

maximum

halachic

Is using IVF for selecting embryos and not
infertility a just resource allocation? IVF and PGD
financial costs are justified by the alternative costs
of continued support throughout a disabled child’s
life. For couples who have already experienced the
heartache of fatal condition child loss, leaving their
child’s health to chance is not a consideration.
Whilst not biologically infertile, they may feel that
not having another child is the only PGD
alternative, i.e. elective infertility with similar
childlessness results.
In Judaism the need to undergo IVF for PGD
can be problematic, disrupting normal sexual
relations between the couple,66 risking the mother’s
health and possible implantation when niddah (laws
of family purity, avoiding sexual contact and
procreation during men-struation and for seven
further days).67 Some68 say IVF does not fulfil the
command of pru urvu (be fertile and increase).69
However, most poskim70 agree that IVF results in
biological paternity71 and fulfils the procreation
command, a mitzvah so important that Israel offers
free IVF.72 Judaism sees value in potential life,
extending to not wasting sperm (Zera Levatala)73
which could occur in IVF. Most argue that this does
not apply if sperm is being used at least in part to
.
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not heal, it just selects one embryo over another, so
create offspring in an infertile couple.74 Although
this is a possible basis for Jewish prohibition.
with PGD the couple is generally fertile, where
There seems to be a lack of halachic consensus
intent is to spare physical hazard, it is permitted.75
within this area. Many authorities are yet to come
What about discarding affected embryos? Whilst
to a conclusive ruling,85 however, consideration of
allowing IVF, Feinstein76 prohibits embryo
the individual issues could be informative for
discarding in this situation. However, Auerbach
general secular discussion.
allows it because producing healthy children is
intended77 as do Eliyashuv,78 Zilberstein79 and
PGD highlights the issue of consumerism
Lichtenstein80 through consideration of parental
versus viewing children as gifts to love
anguish. The Committee on Medical Ethics of the
unconditionally, again dependent on whether one
Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of
sees the person as their disability or a
New York concluded that as the
person with a disability. Using PGD
legislation could
embryo was in a test tube environment
ensure no parent is can be seen as a consumerist choice,
in which viability is unattainable, it lacks
or as a desire for pain and suffering
compelled to use
humanhood and can be discarded.81
prevention for potential offspring

this technology
One could question the place of
manifested
through
parental
humans to intervene and dominate in
reproductive choice. What right do
what is considered God’s world. However there is
the parents have to decide their child’s health or
the belief that humans should do so, using world
existence? The post-natal test86 can be of use:
resources to continue God’s creation (tikun olam:
whatever is acceptable to do to an existing child is
healing the world).82 This is one way to be in God’s
acceptable pre-birth. Parents do decide to withhold
image (seeing as God is considered nonlife-saving treatment from debilitated children.87 If
corporeal). Therefore physicians are allowed to
this is an acceptable action towards an existing
practice and heal.83 However, a medical act that
child then it should be similarly acceptable at the
has no chance of healing violates the Jewish decree
embryonic stage.88 Section 13(5) of the Act could
84
against tampering with God’s creation. PGD does
be used as legal justification for using PGD to
eliminate disability.
.
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aware of and prepared for such eventualities.90
Directed genetic counselling sessions could create
a coercive atmosphere, but even just providing nondirective genetic counselling suggests that there is
a choice that can and should be made, versus
natural conception and pregnancy.91 Whilst this is
true, these decisions do not have to be taken.
Parents could opt to let nature take its course.
PGD does emphasise that
Judging case-by- disorders should not be
case ensures the blamed on individuals but
rather on their genetic
plight of
luck, but it is conceivable
individuals is
that social trends blaming
parents for not availing
considered
themselves of offered
rather than a
PGD could develop.92
one-size fits-all
Whilst fear and politics
classification
previously
motivated
eugenicists to aim to
change trait possession, modern use of PGD is
spurred by humanitarian concern, aimed at
medical conditions.93 However, in order to avoid
eugenic associations with societal compulsion
versus individual choice, legislation could ensure
no parent is compelled to use this technology
initially, nor be penalised by higher health
insurance94 for declining, especially as this could
interfere with patient confidentiality by revealing
preferably undisclosed paternity or disease
inheritance.95
Should ‘serious’, ‘significant’ and parent-doctor
discussion remain the legal criteria? It is difficult
to draw a non-arbitrary line between severe and
non-severe, it being dependent on the
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circumstances and view point.96 Therefore it seems
ethically correct to legally leave decisions to a
discussion using guideline criteria as a baseline.97
Judging case-by-case ensures the plight of
individuals is considered rather than a one-size fitsall classification,98 avoids the sense of obligation of
embryo non-selection if there is a list of conditions
and pointless pregnancy continuance enforcement
(with eugenic connotations) when abortion under
the social ground could be used later on. Parents
may indeed feel unable to cope with a severely
disabled child who may have some quality of life,
but never be independent, compromising their
parenting ability.
However, through genetic
counseling the parents should have exposure to
what living with disability entails, be reminded that
all children can be burdensome, but just in
different ways99 and that a genetic test gives you a
snapshot about one aspect of their child, not a
complete picture.100
Given that PGD is legally permissible for some
conditions, does this mean that if one only
produces affected embryos, one is legally
compelled not to implant them and to retry?
Implantation can only cause embryo harm if life
would not be worth living.101 Following the White
Paper prohibiting screening in disorders,102 the
latest Bill103 proposes subsection (9) insertion in
section 13 whereby one must not prefer embryos
with a significant risk of serious condition
development to those not known to have an
abnormality.
.
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While one may not be legally compelled to
have PGD initially, once test information is
obtained, one must use it to make a certain
decision, which seems directive and restrictive
given that it is the parents who will look after the
child. It is also rules out consideration of it being
the last child-bearing opportunity. While this may
seem a justified restriction with Tay Sachs-type
conditions, it may not for disorders with a quality
of life. However if a clause was added to the effect
of ‘unless there was no other option’ this would be
a sufficient loop-hole to deliberately try to have
disabled children, which we will examine next.

Deliberately Choosing Disability

Nina Robinson
an argument used to distinguish between deaf
embryo selection and deafening a hearing child,
which should not be allowed.106 Many argue that
they would prefer a deaf life to non-existence.
While deaf embryo selection results in a difference
that other embryos would not have, it can be
considered on par with all the socially accepted
environmental differences parents establish and
supports the notion of reproductive freedom. Few
people would avail themselves of this technology
and so it would not drastically change society.107
Whilst allowing the use of PGD to select deaf
embryos may be acceptable according to these
arguments, fresh consideration would be needed
for other conditions causing suffering.108

From a medical model deafness is a nonWhilst PGD has not been used in the UK for
curable disadvantaging disability, as supported by
this purpose, it is important to consider the ethics
those who have sued when they
and legality as precaution and
by selecting a deaf child,
discovered that their child was
preparation, using deafness as an
example. The American case of a
one goes against nature’s deaf post-birth.109 Thus, if there is
a choice, healthy versus deaf
deaf lesbian couple Sharon
species-typical norm,
embryos should be implanted.
Duchesneau
and
Candy
restricts
future
choices
and
104
Biologically, we are created with
McCullough
who deliberately
experiences of that child,
ears for many functions. However,
created a deaf child, using a deaf
by selecting a deaf child, one goes
sperm
donor,
with
five
contravening a child’s
against nature’s species-typical
generations of deafness in his
right to an open future
norm, restricts future choices and
family prompts consideration of
experiences
of
that
child,
this issue.
110
contravening
a
child’s
right
to
an
open
future.
From a social model, deafness is a difference
Whilst Mill111 was in support of liberty
entailing a high quality of life with societal
(reproductive freedom), this was only until one
adaptation. Deaf people argue that they have a
person’s liberty infringed another’s. One ensures
rich
cultural
identity
and
sophisticated
communication and integration difficulty in the
communication system, a mystery to those of the
hearing world.
hearing world who lack their community
experience. It is not parental selfishness to want to
include their child in their community, a desire we
all share, but an attempt to give them the best kind
of life that they can. Prohibition of deaf embryo
selection may express a non-acceptance attitude to
already existing deaf people. One is not inducing
deafness into a child, but selecting them to exist,105
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deliberately setting out to find the deaf embryo.
toddler, they said that would be equally accepting
Current legality of deliberate deaf embryo selection
if their child was deaf or not but they would never
is as outlined above for disability elimination and
wish a disability upon their child. They had an
could be prohibited when considering section 13(5)
impression of close-mindedness in the deaf world
of the 1990 Act. In the light of the ethical discussion
which considered them a traitor for using
above, it is difficult to ascertain what would be the
unnatural means to be part of the non-deaf
112
best legal framework regulating this area. If
world. While deaf people argue that they are not
individuals should judge for themselves what
being selfish, thinking deafness will be best for
constitutes their child’s best life, it becomes difficult
their child, they lack hearing world experience and
to then draw a distinct legislative
understanding of their child’s
It
appears
ethically
and
line between this and designer
deprivation. Why not select
selection as discussed later. Whilst
hearing children and surround
legally acceptable to prefer
them with deaf culture resulting
the use PGD over abortion current law does not allow maximal
113
reproductive freedom, it does stall
in the best of both worlds?
for conditions which would the feared ‘slippery slope’ and is in
When there is the possibility of
cause much suffering
keeping with much ethical thinking.
not bringing disabled people
The HFEA has come under much
into the world needing extra
provided that it is
criticism for its lack of ethical
allocation of finite resources
accompanied by genetic
foundation. This is one area in
for support, it would be
counselling and societal
which
the
ethical
reasons
prudent to take the opportunity
education
on
disability
underpinning its prohibition could
to conserve resources and use
be made clearer.
them for existing people with
disabilities. Therefore, while there is no harm to
the embryo involved, there may be societal harm.114
Preconception Alternative
In terms of Judaism, discarding healthy embryos in
As Jewish and Israeli culture places much
this situation may not be justified. If, as we will
emphasis on an alternative to abortion and PGD,
argue, this technology should not be used in order
premarital screening, the Jewish and not the
to create designer children, than why should this
secular perspective will be considered. In talmudic
use of it be allowed, when it is no less consumerist
times, it was forbidden to marry a woman from an
and is questionably beneficial?115
epileptic or leper family lest the condition be
For this use of PGD, both sides have strong
arguments,
dependent
on
distinctive
life
experiences, hard to fully comprehend without
experience,116 akin to viewing a face-goblet optical
illusion.117 One could argue that while last resort
defective embryo implantation should be
permissible, this is morally distinguishable from
.
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113
114
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transmitted in the future.118 Dor Yisharim carries
out screening, disclosing individuals’ genetic
compatibility by matching numbers representing
their results. Though breaking three cardinal rules
of screening (screening minors, result nondisclosure, directive)119 it is effective in greatly
reducing condition incidence. No other country has
such a widespread programme. Perhaps no other
country feels it can, given eugenic history. R.
Feinstein120 supported Tay Sachs testing if one is
.
118

119
120
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preparing to marry, suggesting test availability
advertisement, but result non-disclosure and test
discretion, i.e. not in mass groups. R. Bleich121
concurs in encouraging screening, but argues the
best time for screening is early adolescence and
supports mass screening. Savulescu122 lists
predictive testing’s many advantages including
decreasing future risk uncertainty and increasing
genetic condition societal openness. Criticisms
including impaired marital prospects and
discrimination apply only with result disclosure.
Despite non-disclosure disadvantages, more
widespread use of this could be encouraged.
Based on the discussion in this chapter, it
appears ethically and legally acceptable to prefer
the use PGD over abortion for conditions which
would cause much suffering provided that it is
accompanied by genetic counselling and societal
education on disability. Although there is still a
lack of Jewish consensus in this area halachically,
Jewish opinions and rulings could still inform
secular ethical and legal discussions and could
emphasise the possible increased role of premarital
screening alternatives when viable.

Nina Robinson

International Responsa Project
When a medical procedure raises ethical, moral, or
halachic questions, advice from a reliable source is
needed. The International Responsa Project provides this
service to people all over the world who send their
questions – some of general and theoretical, some specific
and technical – via e-mail (irp@medethics.org.il), website
(www.medethics.org.il), telephone, fax, and post. The
questions are answered as quickly as possible by one of the
rabbi-doctors at the Institute. The following are samples of
recent questions and their answers. Please note that these
are answers to specific questions and no general halachic
conclusions should be drawn. A competent halachic
authority should always be consulted.

Subject: Shiduchin & procreation with Klinefelter's
Syndrome
Date: January 2009
Answered by: Rabbi Mordechai Halperin, M.D.
Shalom,
A boy with kleinfelter, lo aleinu, parents want to
know what and what not is one allowed to check premarriage? Is freezing of sperm allowed in case there will
be some use for the sperm later on?
Yours sincerely
If a young man is diagnosed as Klinefelter, and
he has some sperm cells in his ejaculate, he is allowed
to freeze the sperm cells for further use.
In principle, he is also allowed to perform a sperm
test for that purpose, but practically this should be
done only after consulting with a prominent Rabbinic
authority.
The late Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach told
me that it is permitted to perform sperm test in order
to find out if a man has a chance to have children, as
it may effect his future decision with whom to marry.
For more references, please see ASSIA Book
Vol. VII (Hebrew) pp. 273-303.
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